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Mrs Di Brown
My thanks to Harry and Barbie for the judging invitation to both shows, a good entry
today given the large shows on either side of this date, and the quality was what you
would expect from Specialist Breed shows. Thanks also to Leah James for her expert
stewarding and very good company, I hope we can do it again soon.
Oriental Grand Champion Male
IMP – Jones’ GD CH SARAMESE SUMMER SENSATION (OSH a 24) M
25/05/13. A strong and masculine lad of good type. Medium length wedge with good
top line, ears in proportion and well set. Basic eye shape okay but he does tend to
widen them at times, colour mid green. Straight strong profile, deep chin lines up and
the bite is level. Long weighty and well muscled body with strong boned limbs, tail a
little short for balance. Dark cool-toned blue spotted pattern, minimal for linkage and
agouti invasion, with neat round sound spots on warm ground, and it was this that
won him the certificate today, along with his very short sleek close lying coat. A little
tense but very gentle and handled well, excellently presented.
Oriental Grand Champion Female
IMP – Pauls’ GD CH ROZANDEN WHITE SAPPHIRE (OSH w 67) F 25/06/10.
An attractive queen, dainty but weighty and well balanced overall. Wedge head
perhaps marginally long but top line good and her ears are of a very good size, with
setting in lines with the wedge. Oriental eye shape and set with good expression,
depth of blue good but could be more brilliant in tone for perfection. Straight profile
and deep strong chin, bite untidy with a few incisors missing but basically level, slight
pinch to muzzle. Long slender and firm toned body, long slender limbs, tail nicely
tapered but needs an inch to balance. Pristine white coat, very well prepared, short
sleek and close lying. Excellent temperament and presentation.
Siamese or Balinese Champion
GD CC – Jackson’s CH ADZWOAM GLAMOUR GIRL (SIA g) F 10/06/12. A
stylish mature lady. Medium length wedge with very good top line, ears large flared
and very well set. Good expression to eyes of correct shape and set, colour an
acceptable medium blue that could ideally be a touch deeper for perfection. Dip to
centre nose, chin could be a little deeper but bite level. Well toned body of good
length with long slender limbs and whippy tail to almost balance. Points colour
interesting, she is quite a dark blue, and some of her tortie mingling, particularly on
the tail, is almost apricot in tone thus give the impression she could possibly be bluebased caramel tortie, however, her paw pads are correct for blue so happy to accept
her as such today. Good tortie mingling on all points, coat quite heavily shaded to
tone with the points but some contrast evident, coat length and texture excellent. An
easy girl to handle and excellently presented.
Seal Point Adult
CC & BOB – Davies’ MAFDET MATRIX (SIA n) M 17/05/14. This boy still has
a baby look about him but has wonderful size and substance for 9 months. Very good
for type with a well balanced medium length wedge and large open based ears very

well set. Eye shape oval rather than truly oriental, colour could be deeper but is
acceptable. Straight strong profile with a deep chin that lines up with the nose tip and
a level bite. Well defined neck, and a long well muscled body for a youngster, long
strong limbs and tapered tail to almost balance. Dense seal points with some warmth
of tone, pale beige coat minimally shaded thus excellent contrast, and it was short
sleek and very close lying. Excellent temperament and presentation.
2nd – Ross’ DIBBERPUSS ASKLEPIOS AKE (SIA n) M 04/08/13. The older of
the two boys, overall type good but lacked the style and overall balance of the winner.
Medium length head, top line could be a touch wider, ears in proportion and set
marginally close. Tends to widen his eyes, colour mid blue. Almost straight profile,
good chin and level bite. Long body, has quite good weight and muscle but ideally
could have a little more muscle over the spine, long limbs and tail. Warm toned seal
points, pale creamy coat with light tonal shading, medium in length and generally of
good texture, just marginally harsh over the lower back. A little shy but very gentle
and handled well. Excellently presented.
Oriental Lilac Adult
BOB – Sharpe-Popple’s CH DENSON WIGGINS (OSH c) M 09/09/12. An
elegant male of overall well balanced type. Stylish head with good width to top and
good size ears well set. Excellent expression to eyes of mid green colour. Strong
profile, firm chin and level bite. Long slender but fairly well muscled and weighty
body, I detected a movable xyphisternum when I first got him out but it disappeared
as he was being handled, long slender limbs and neat oval paws, tail to almost
balance. Pinky toned lilac coat, almost sound, short close and very sleek in texture.
Excellent temperament, quite the showman. Excellently presented.
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Siamese or Balinese Grand Premier Male
IMP – Emmen’s GD PR SPICESIAM COOLHAND LUKE (SIA d) MN
31/05/13. A big strong neuter boy of excellent type and maturity. Lovely head, very
stylish and balanced, with broad top line and large flared ears set wide. Straight
strong profile, chin of good depth lines up with the nose tip and the bite is level.
Snooty expression to eyes of super shape and set, colour a mid blue that is brilliant in
tone. Elegant neck and a long weighty and well toned body, long strong limbs and
neat spoon paws, tapered tail almost balances. Mid red points, they appeared a little
dull in tone today, but I think the yellow lighting was somewhat unkind to the red
series cats. Warm white coat with medium tonal shading, it was marginally long but
very good for texture and sleekness. A friendly boy excellently presented.
R – Clayden’s GD PR MAFDET MR TITIAN (SIA m) MN 12/01/13. This lad is
very stylish and whilst he is not the most masculine of boys he has good weight for
his size. Medium length wedge with very broad top, ears large flared and excellently
set. Eyes slightly full in expression, medium blue in colour. Almost straight profile
with good depth of chin and the bite is level. Long well defined neck and a long
slender but weighty body, tail whippy but needs an inch to balance. Blue-based
caramel points with some brownish overtone in places, particularly the tail. Off-white
coat with medium brownish-blue shading, coat length and texture excellent, very
short and close. The sweetest temperament and excellently presented.
Siamese or Balinese Grand Premier Female
IMP – Jackson’s CH & GD PR ADZWOAM KINKY BOOTS (SIA m) FN
14/09/11. An elegant and stylish girl. Lovely balance to head from the front view with
broad top line and large open based ears very well set. Profile not quite so good, with
dip centre nose, and the chin could be a little stronger, however, the bite is level.
Snooty expression to eyes of sapphire blue. Long body with slightly comfortable
tummy-line, long slender limbs and neat spoon paws, tapered tail needs an inch to
balance. On first examination I thought she had dirty paw pads, but looking closer I
think she has damaged them in some way – jumped on something hot perhaps?
Correct muddy toned blue-based caramel points with matching muddy toned shading
to off-white coat of excellent length and texture. Excellent temperament and
presentation.
Oriental Premier
GD PC – Simpson’s PR SHERMESE LUTHER (OSH n) MN 01/06/13. This chap
has such presence, has super type, with excellent size and substance without losing
elegance. Long head with a small occipital bump to the base of the skull, balanced
out by a broad top and huge wide-based ears set wide. Very broad imposing nose that
is almost straight, would like a stronger chin to go with that nose, it does have depth
but slopes back a touch, bite level. Haughty expression to slightly deep set eyes of

olive green. Weighty body that seems to go on for ever, tapered tail to balance.
Glossy jet black coat, completely sound to roots, short sleek and shining with health.
A real mini black panther lookalike with an excellent nature. Excellently presented.
Balinese Adult
CC & BOB – Ross’ DUBBERPUSS SMARTIE (BAL f) F 13/01/14. A neat Bali
queen of overall good type and who is deceptively weighty. Shorter wedge with
good width to top, ears set well, of a good size for this breed and nicely furnished.
Eyes very full in shape and her shyness didn’t help matters, but they improved as she
relaxed and the colour is a bright mid blue. Straight profile, firm chin and level bite.
Well covered body of medium length with strong boned medium length limbs and
fairly large tufted paws, tail needs a bit more length. Super seal tortie points with
lovely rich deep red mingling to ears in particular, with all points well mingled. Pale,
lightly shaded coat, good for length and silky in texture although the plume could be
better furnished. A very sweet person, slightly overawed with it all but handled fine.
Excellently presented.
Havana Male Adult
CC & BOX – Hirst’s TOGHAR YANKEE DOODLE (OSH b) M 04/05/15. A
young male with lots of maturing to do but has promise in all respects. Nicely
balanced wedge head with very good top line and large ears set to follow. Oriental
eye shape and set with good clear mid green colour. Straight profile, good chin and
level bite. Long slender body with weight appropriate to size, long limbs and neat
oval paws, whippy tail needs an inch to balance. Excellent Havana coat colour, warm
mid chocolate and sound to roots with no ghosting on the body. Coat texture
excellent, short sleek and close lying. A very nice boy, more of a large kitten at
present and who just needs to develop. Excellently presented.
Havana Female Adult
BOB - Sharpe-Popple’s CH DENSON GRACE KELLY (OSH b) F 04/04/11.
Took the BOB on maturity, an attractive lady with some good qualities. Medium
length head with good top line and large ears well set. Profile almost straight, chin
firm, bite untidy with several incisors missing but appeared to be level. Oriental eye
shape and set with good mid green colour. Long body perhaps a little too well
covered today, long limbs, tapered tail needs an inch. Havana colouring looked rather
dark in the pen but improved considerably when taken out where it was a rich warm
tone and was virtually sound to roots, and short and sleek in texture. Handled well
today and was excellently presented.
Oriental Black Neuter
BOB - Simpson’s PR SHERMESE LUTHER (OAH n) MN 01/06/13 (See SP
report)
Oriental Spotted Tabby Male Adult
BOB - Jones’ GD CH SARAMESE SUMMER SENSATION (OSH a 24) M
25/05/13 (See SP report)
Oriental Spotted Tabby Female Adult
CC – Elliot’s SERAPIS ALLTHATIAM (OSH a 24) F 25/03/14. A neat but
weighty young queen of good type. Good head with width to her top line, ears of

good size and set in line with the wedge. Eyes a tad full in shape and a little innocent
in expression, colour pale green. Almost straight profile, good chin and level bite.
Long weighty body with strong limbs, tail fairly whippy but needs an inch to balance.
Good clear blue pattern on paler oatmeal ground thus very good contrast between the
two for a blue, spotting generally good, the spine is well broken but there is some
linkage on her sides just behind the forelimbs, there is also a little agouti invasion and
the spots could be sounder, and I did hesitate over the certificate as a result. In the end
I decided that as she is very young, a change of coat could possibly remedy this and
hopefully it will. Super coat length and texture, very short and close. Excellent
temperament and presentation.
Oriental Shaded Kitten
1st & BOB – Miller’s PASHTAN TABITHA (OSH b 11) F 15/08/14. A typey
kitten, rather diddy for 6 months but well covered and a good weight for size. Stylish
little head with very good top line and very large wide based ears excellently set.
Super eye shape set and expression with clear mid green colour. Strong profile, firm
chin and level bite. Solid and weighty body with dainty limbs and long whippy tail to
just about balance. Darker chocolate pattern, at this stage she is more of a poor spotty
with just slight indication that she is indeed shaded, although the spotting to her sides
is fairly diffuse and there is some sign of it lifting, with a pale toffee-toned area at the
base of the hair shaft. There also seems to be a difference in tone between the
extremities and the body, so happy to accept her as a shaded on the day. It will be
interesting to see how she develops. Lovely short close coat. Handed beautifully and
was excellently presented.

END OF REPORTS.

